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Abstract. An oblivious signature with n keys (or messages) is a sig-
nature that the recipient can choose one of n keys (or messages) to get
signed while the signer cannot find out on which key (or message) the re-
cipient has got the signature. This kind of signature is firstly introduced
by L. Chen in 1994. However, the previous reference does not crisply
formalize the notion. Furthermore, the proposed constructions are less
efficient in both communication and computation. In this paper, we first
give formal definitions on the model of oblivious signatures. Then, based
on the Schnorr signature, we propose our efficient oblivious signature
scheme. A comparison result is also provided in this paper which shows
that our scheme is more efficient than Chen’s schemes and those using a
combination of a signature scheme and an oblivious transfer protocol.

Key words: 1-out-of-n signature, oblivious signature, oblivious trans-
fer, Schnorr signature.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, as consumers increasingly rely on the internet for shopping,
banking and other activities, privacy has become more and more impor-
tant for consumers who worry about how personal information is used.
Motivated by the increasing interest in issues relating to the protection
of personal privacy, L. Chen in 1994 proposed the concept of oblivious
signatures [4].

In [4], L. Chen considered two types of oblivious signature schemes.
The first one is an oblivious signature scheme with n keys and the second
one is an oblivious signature scheme with n messages.



Oblivious signature with n keys could be considered a complement
of group signature [5]. This scheme is a multiparty protocol. The partic-
ipants are a group of n signers S1, · · · , Sn (or a signer with n different
keys) and a recipient R. The scheme has the following characteristics.

1. By executing the protocol, the recipient R can get a message signed
with one of n keys which is chosen by himself.

2. The possible signers, even the holder of the accepted key, cannot find
out with which key the message is got signed.

3. When necessary, R can show that he has got a signature (on the
message) with one of the n keys without revealing with which special
one.

The application of this scheme is made in the case of accessing sen-
sitive databases. In this case, a database can only be accessed with a
permit (which is possibly a signature signed by the administrator of the
database) from the administrator of the database. But the information
about which database interests the user may be sensitive. So the user
chooses n databases and get the permit (ie., a signature) for only one of
n databases without revealing which one.

The second scheme involves a signer S and a recipient R. The common
input for both R and S contains n messages. The scheme has the following
characteristics.

1. By executing the protocol, the recipient R can choose only one the
the n messages to get signed.

2. The signer cannot find out on which message the recipient has got the
signature.

3. When necessary, R can show that he has got a signature on one of
the n messages without revealing which special one.

This scheme is useful in the case of internet shopping. In this case, the
user will buy a software from the seller. In order to prevent illegitimate
use, the software can be used if and only if it is signed by the seller.
However, the information about which product interests the user may be
sensitive in some stage. So the user can choose n softwares and get one
and only one signed by the seller without revealing which one.

Motivation Although the concept of oblivious signatures is not com-
pletely new, previous references do not crisply formalize the notion, the
model of the schemes as well as the security model. Moreover, previously
proposed constructions are less efficient in both communication and com-
putation. For example, in L. Chen’s schemes [4], to generate an oblivious



signature, a round of interaction consisting of three movies between a
signer and a recipient is required. Overall overhead during the interac-
tion of the schemes is at least 3072n bits, where n is the number of keys
or messages. The size of the generated signature is also a problem. In L.
Chen’s schemes, a signature consists of 9 parameters with more than 7000
bits in total.

Our Contributions Motivated by the above mentioned problems, in this
paper, we first give formal definitions on the model of oblivious signature
schemes and give the security requirements of the scheme. Then, based
on the Schnorr signature [14], we propose our efficient oblivious signature
scheme. A comparison result is also provided in this paper which shows
that our scheme is more efficient than Chen’s schemes and those using a
combination of a signature scheme and an oblivious transfer protocol.

1.1 Related Works

Oblivious Transfer Oblivious transfer was firstly introduced in 1981
by M. Q. Rabin [13]. It is a protocol by which a sender sends some in-
formation to the receiver while remains oblivious to what is received.
Theoretically, an oblivious signature can be implemented by an oblivi-
ous transfer. However, to construct an oblivious signature in this way is
inefficient.

Blind Signature In cryptography, a blind signature, as introduced by
D. Chaum [3], is a form of digital signature which allows a user to get a
message signed by a signer without revealing any information about the
message to the signer. The resulting blind signature can be publicly veri-
fied in the manner of a regular digital signature. Examples of applications
include digital election systems and digital cash schemes.

Note that we cannot use a blind signature to construct an oblivious
signature on n messages since, in this case, there is no guarantee that the
message getting signed is actually the one of n predetermined messages.
In other words, a recipient may construct some other messages on which
the signer is not going to offer the signature. Furthermore, an oblivious
signature with n keys cannot be generated from a blind signature since
there is only one signer with one private/public key-pair in a blind signa-
ture schemes.



2 Preliminaries

This section gives some cryptographic primitives and definitions required
for our construction.

Definition 1. Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: Let G be a cyclic
group of prime order p and g be a generator of G. The DL problem to
the base g means the following problem:

Given g, h ∈ G, where h = gx mod p for some unknown x, find x.

The DL problem is believed to be difficult and also to be the hard
direction of a one-way function.

Definition 2. Forking Lemma[12]: Let (K,S,V) be a digital signa-
ture scheme with security parameter 1k, with a signature of the form
(m,σ1, h, σ2), where h = H(m,σ1) and σ2 depends on σ1 and h only. Let
A be a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine whose input only
consists of public data and which can ask qh > 0 queries to the random
oracle. Assume that, within time bound T , A produces, with probability
ε ≥ 7qh/2k, a valid signature (m,σ1, h, σ2). Then, a replay of the attacker
A, where interactions with the signer are simulated, outputs two valid
signature (m,σ1, h, σ2), and (m,σ1, h

′, σ′
2) such that h �= h′, within time

T ′ ≤ 84480Tqh/ε.

3 Definition of Oblivious Signature

In this section, we formally define the notion of an oblivious signature and
the security requirements behind the oblivious signature. One important
modification to the original definitions in [4] is that the characteristic
of ambiguous verification1 is neglected in our definition. This is because
that, by implementing the technique of universal 1-out-of-n signatures
recently proposed by R. Tso et. al. in [15], this characteristic can be easily
achieved for any three-move type signature schemes [7]. Consequently, we
should not consider ambiguous verification as a unique feature of obvious
signatures. It should be considered as an additional feature for all three-
move type signatures.

There are two types of oblivious signatures: a 1-out-of-n oblivious sig-
nature with n keys and a 1-out-of-n oblivious signature with n messages.
1 The characteristic that, when necessary, the recipient can show that he has got a

signature with one of n keys (or messages) without revealing with which special one.



Due to the space limitations, we only give the formal model for 1-out-of-
n oblivious signatures with n messages. However, we emphasize that the
formal model for 1-out-of-n oblivious signatures with n keys can be easily
defined accordingly.

3.1 Formal Model of Oblivious Signatures with n Messages

A 1-out-of-n oblivious signature scheme (abbreviated to OSn
1 ) with n

messages involves three types of entities: a recipient R, an oblivious signer
S and a verifier V.

• A recipient R: for any input of n messages, m1, · · · ,mn, R can
choose any one of these n messages to get signed by S.

• An oblivious signer S: S is able to sign the message chosen by R
but is not able to learn which one of the n messages is actually signed.

• A verifier V: R converts the oblivious signature into a generic sig-
nature σ and transmits σ to V. V is able to verify the validity of the
signature without any secrete information.

The following definition gives the formal model of a OSn
1 .

Definition 3. An oblivious signature protocol OSn
1 consists of four tu-

ples, (G,S,R,V), where S,R are two interactive Turing Machines, G
is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm and V is a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm.

• (para, pk, sk) ← G(1k): A probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm G
which takes a security parameter 1k as input and the output is the
public parameters, para. Based on para, a public/private key pair
(pk, sk) of a signer S can be defined accordingly.

• (completed/notcompleted,σ/fail) ← interact(S(para, pk, sk,m1,
· · · ,mn),R(para, pk,ml)): S andR are a pair of polynomially-bounded
probabilistic interactive Turing machines. Both machines have the
following tapes: a read-only input tape, a write-only output tape, a
read/write work tape, a read-only random tape, a read-only commu-
nication tape and a write-only communication tape. The input tape
of S is given the public parameter, para, the public/private key pair
(pk, sk) and n messages (m1, · · · ,mn). The input tape of R is given
para, pk and a message ml ∈ {m1, · · · ,mn}. The length of all inputs
must be polynomial in the security parameter 1k of the algorithm G.
Then S and R engage in the interactive protocol of some polynomial
number of rounds. At the end of this protocol, the output tape of S



contains either completed or notcompleted and the output tape of R
contains either fail (if S outputs “notcompleted”) or a signature σ (if
S outputs “completed”) where σ is a generic signature on the message
ml.

• 1/0← V(σ, para, pk,ml): A deterministic polynomial-time algorithm
V which takes the signature σ, the public parameters para, a public
key pk of a signer S and a messages ml as input, returns 1 or 0 for
accept or reject, respectively.

3.2 Security Requirements

We now define the securities required for oblivious signatures. The secu-
rities defined in this section are modified from the security definitions of
blind signatures defined in [1] and [9].

In the coming definitions, negl(n) denotes any function which grows
slower than 1

nc for sufficiently large n and some constant c.

Definition 4. (Completeness) If S and R follow the signature issuing
protocol properly and, at the end of the protocol, S outputs completed
and R outputs σ, then, with probability at least 1 − negl(n), σ satisfies
V(σ, para, pk,ml) = 1. The probability is taken over the coin flips of G,S
and R.

The signature σ on messages ml is said valid with regard to (para, pk) if
it leads V to accept.

Except the completeness of the protocol, in order to define security, we
discuss separately protecting the recipient and the signer. The security for
signers is the unforgeability of signatures and the security for recipients
is the ambiguity in selected messages (against signers). The security for
signers is protected in the sense of computational security and the security
for recipients is protected in the sense of unconditional security.

To define the security for signers, we first introduce the following
game.

Definition 5. (Game A) Let R∗ be a probabilistic polynomial time
forging algorithm. R∗ executes the recipient’s part and tries to forge a
new signature σ∗ on a message, m∗.

1. (para, pk, sk)← G(1k),
2. R∗(para, pk) engages in the signature issuing protocol with S(para, pk,

sk) for any message-set Mi and any message m(i,j) ∈ Mi which are
adaptively chosen by R. This step can be executed in polynomially



many number of times where R∗ can decide in an adaptive fashion
when to stop. In each execution, when S outputs completed, then
R∗ obtains a valid signature σi on the message m(i,j) ∈Mi. Let t de-
note the number of executions where S outputs completed, and m(i,ji)

denote the message corresponding to the signature σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
3. R∗ outputs a new signature σ∗ on a message, m∗, where m∗ /∈ {m(1,j1),
· · · ,m(t,jt)}.

Definition 6. (Security for signers:Unforgeability) An oblivious sig-
nature scheme provides the security for signers if, for any probabilistic
polynomial-time forging algorithm R∗ that plays the above game, we
have

Pr (V(σ∗, para, pk,m∗) = 1) < negl(n).

The probability is taken over the coin flips of G,S and R∗.

Intuitively, the security for signers means that, except the signatures
σi on m(i,ji), 1 ≤ i ≤ t, it is computationally infeasible, without the
knowledge of the private key sk of S, to produce any valid signature which
will be accepted by V. This part is similar to the notion of Existential
Unforgeability against Adaptive Chosen Message Attack (EUF-ACMA)
[8] for any standard publicly verifiable signature scheme.

The security for recipients is defined through Game B.

Definition 7. (Game B) Let S∗ be an attacking algorithm with un-
limited computation power which executes the signer’s part and R be an
honest recipient that follows the signature issuing protocol. Let m0,m1

be two messages randomly picked by S∗ and M ⊇ {m0,m1} be a set of
messages which is also determined by S∗. Let b ∈R {0, 1} which is kept
secret from S∗. The message mb is put on the input tape of R which
is also kept secret from S∗. The purpose of S∗ is to predict b via the
execution of the following game.

1. (para, pk, sk)← G(1k),
2. {m0,m1} ← S∗(para, pk, sk,M),
3. S∗ engages in the signature issuing protocol withR(para, pk,mb), b ∈R

{0, 1},
4. S∗ outputs a bit b′ ∈ {0, 1} according to the view from steps 1, 2, and

3 (ie., S∗ is not allowed to view the output of R at the end of the
signature issuing protocol).

We say that the attacking algorithm S∗ wins the game if b′ = b.



Definition 8. (Security for recipients against signers:Ambiguity
in selected messages) An oblivious signature scheme provides uncondi-
tional security for recipients against signers if, for any attacking algorithm
S∗ executing the signer’s part, S∗ wins in Game B with probability at
most 1/2 + negl(n). The probability is taken over the coin flips of G, R
and S∗.

Intuitively, the security for recipients against signers means that it is
unconditionally infeasible for any attacker S∗ to find out which one of the
messages in M is chosen by a recipient R.

4 Proposed Schemes

In this section, we propose our 1-out-of-n oblivious signatures with n
messages. In some applications, the message-set {m1, · · · ,mn} (in which
one of them will get signed) may be decided by the signer, while in other
applications, they may be decided by the recipient. In either case, they
should not affect the security of the scheme. In the following scheme, we
assume that they are decided by the recipient.

4.1 Proposed 1-out-of-n Oblivious Signatures with n
messages

System Setting: On input a security parameter 1k, a signer S runs
the System-Setup algorithm G. The following output forms the public
parameters of the scheme.

• p, q: two large primes such that q|(p− 1),
• g, h: two elements of Z

∗
p of the same order q where the discrete loga-

rithm logh
g is unknown to all.

• H : {0, 1}∗ → Z
∗
q: an one way hash function.

Key Generation: S picks a random number x ∈ Z
∗
q and computes

y ← gx mod p. x is kept secret as her private key and y is public as her
public key.

Signature Generation: Assume that a recipient R would like to get a
signature σ on a message ml ∈ {m1, · · · ,mn} which is obliviously signed
by S, then R executes the following protocol with S:

Step 1 R starts the protocol by picking a random number r ∈ Z
∗
q, then

computs c = grhl mod p and sends c together with the n messages
m1, · · · ,mn to the signer S. Here l is the value of the subscript of ml.



Step 2 For i = 1, · · · , n, S picks a random number ki ∈R Z
∗
q and com-

putes:
• Ki ← gki mod p,
• êi ←H(mi,Kic/(gh)i mod p), and
• ŝi ← ki − xêi mod q.
S then sends (êi, ŝi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to R.

step 3 For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, R computes δi ← g(r−i)h(l−i) mod p and accepts
the oblivious signature if and only if

êi = H(mi, g
ŝiyêiδi mod p) 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

step 4 To convert the oblivious signature into a generic (Schnorr) signa-
ture, R computes:
• e← êl, and
• s← r − l + ŝl mod q,

The signature on ml is σ ← (e, s).
Signature Verification: Any verifier V accepts the signature σ as a
valid signature on ml if and only if

e = H(ml, g
sye mod p)

4.2 Security

Lemma 1. The proposed scheme is complete.

Proof. The completeness of the signature σ = (e, s) is depended on
the Schnorr signature. So, we only show the completeness of the oblivious
signature σ′ =

(∑
1≤i≤n′(êi, ŝi, δi)

)
in Step 3 of the Signature Generation

Algorithm. For any (êi, ŝi, δi) of mi ∈ {m1, · · · ,mn}, we have

H(mi, g
ŝiyêiδi mod p)

= H(mi, g
ki−xêiyêig(r−i)h(l−i) mod p)

= H(mi, g
ki−xêigxêig(r−i)h(l−i) mod p)

= H(mi, g
kig(r−i)h(l−i) mod p)

= H(mi,Kig
rhl/(gh)i mod p)

= H(mi,Kic/(gh)i mod p)
= êi.

�

We than proof that the proposed scheme provides the security for
signers.



Theorem 1. If there exists an adaptively chosen message attacker B
which wins Game A with an advantage ε within a time T , then there
exists an algorithm A which can solve the DL problem with the same
advantage within a time T ′ ≤ 84480qhT/ε, where qh is the number of
hash queries.

Proof: A is given a DL problem (p, q, g, y) where p, q are two large primes
such that q|(p− 1), and g, y are two elements of Z

∗
p of the same order q.

The purpose of A is to find logy
g, which is the solution to the DL problem.

In order to solve the problem, A utilizes B as a black-box. To get the
black-box B run properly, A simulates the environments of the proposed
OSn

1 scheme. In the following proof, we regard the hash function H as a
random oracle. On the other hand, in the following proof, we assume that
B is well-behaved in the sense that it always queries the random orale H
on the message m∗ that it outputs as its forgery. According to [2], we
know that it is trivial to modify any adversary-algorithm B to have this
property.
A picks a random number h ∈< g > and sets (p, q, g, h) as the system-

wide parameters. Here < g > denotes the subgroup of Z
∗
p generated by g.

In addition, A sets y as the signer’s public key. A gives (p, q, g, h) and y
to B and allows B to run via Game A.

In Game A, via an interactive way with A, B takes part as a recipient
in order to get a signature obliviously signed by the signing key logy

g .
In order to respond for this query, for each Mi = {mi1 , · · · ,min} and
ci = grihli chosen by B, A does the following steps:

– For each j = 1, · · · , n, A picks a random number kij ∈R Z
∗
q and

• computes Kij = gkij mod p,
• picks ŝij ∈R Z

∗
q,

• sets êij ← H(mij ,Kijci/(gh)j mod p).
– A returns (êij , ŝij), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to B and records

(Mi, ci,Ki1 , · · · ,Kin , êi1 , · · · , êin , ŝi1 , · · · , ŝin) to a Sign-List which is
assumed to be initially empty.

The above execution can be executed at most t times. After the exe-
cution, B outputs its forgery σ∗ = (e∗, s∗) on a message m∗. Assume σ∗ is
a valid forgery and B wins Game A. According to the protocol, we have

e∗ = H(m∗, ye∗gs∗ mod p).

Since B is assumed to be well-behaved, we have e∗ = H(mij ,Kij ci/(gh)j mod
p) = êij for some êij and m∗ = mij which are on the Sign-List.



We are now ready to apply the Forking Lemma [12]. By replaying the
game with the same random tape but different choices of oracle H, at the
end of the second run, we obtain another valid forgery (m∗, e∗′ , s∗′). Since
s∗ = kij +ri−li+xae

∗ and s∗′ = kij +ri−li+xae
∗′ for the same kij +ri−li

(according to the Forking Lemma), we obtain xa = s∗−s∗
′

e∗−e∗′
mod q. This is

the solution to the DL problem. The advantage of A is the same as the
advantage of B and the total running time T ′ of A is equal to the running
time of the Forking Lemma [12] which is bound by 84480qhT/ε. Here qh

is the number of hash queries in the game. �

Theorem 2. The proposed scheme provides perfect security for recipi-
ents. In other words, the proposed scheme provides unconditional security
on the ambiguity of the selected message.

Proof: It is sufficient to show that an attacker F , taking parts as a signer,
wins Game B with probability exactly the same as random guessing of
b ∈ {0, 1}.

Assume M = {m1, · · · ,mn} and c = grhl, l ∈ {1, · · · , n}, where c
is chosen by the recipient R. It is easy to see that for any such c, there
exists an ri ∈ Zq such that

c = grhl = gr1h1 = · · · = grihi = · · · = grnhn mod p.

Consequently, we conclude that F wins Game B with probability exactly
the same as random guessing of b. This ends the proof. �

5 Discussions and Performance Comparisons

Table 1. Performance Comparison 1

Communication Cost
Scheme Numbers of Communication Over Head

Communication S → R (≈ bits) R → S (≈ bits) R → V (≈ bits)

New 2 2n|q| (≈ 320n) |q| (≈ 160) 2|q| (≈ 320)
Chen [4] 3 3n|p| + n|q| (≈ 3232n) |q| (≈ 160) 7|p| + 2|q| (≈ 7488)
DSA-OT 2 2n|p| + 2n|q| (≈ 2368n) |p| (≈ 1024) 2|q| (≈ 320)

In Chen’s schemes [4], the signature consists of two random signa-
tures: σ(g,y) (m′) and σ(H(ml),m′) (ml). σ(g,y) (m′) is the signature on a



Table 2. Performance Comparison 2

Computation Cost
Scheme Signer: S Receiver: R Verifier: V
New 2nEx. (2n + 2)Ex. 2Ex.

Chen [4] 3nEx. (2n + 10)Ex. 8Ex.
DSA-OT 5nEx. 3Ex. 2Ex.

random message m′ with secret key x = logy
g and σ(H(ml),m′) (ml) is the

signature on message ml with the random secret key e = logm′
H(ml)

. On
the other hand, σ(g,y) (m′) is generated by S in an interactive way with
R but σ(H(ml),m′) (ml) is computed by R individually, so the oblivious
property (from signer’s viewpoint) is preserved. The verification of these
two signatures assures anyone that the signer S with public key y indeed
signed the message ml.

Although, in Section 4, we only showed the construction of a 1-out-of-
n oblivious signature with n messages, we emphasize that the proposed
scheme can be easily modified into a 1-out-of-n oblivious signature with
n keys. The technique is to use the signing key yl in the proposed scheme
instead of h. In this way, the signing key can be designated by a recipient.
We omit the details and focus only on oblivious signature with n messages
due to the space limitations.

In the following tables, we compare the efficiency of our scheme with
that of Chen’s scheme and the combination of the oblivious transfer (OT)
scheme defined in [16] and DSA signature standard [10]. We denote Ex
the exponentiation in Zp and ignore other operations such as reversion
and hash in all schemes.

In Table 1, we see that Chen’s scheme requires three movies of com-
munication between the signer S and the recipient R whereas our scheme
and DSA-OT require only two movies of communication. In addition, our
scheme enjoys small size of communication over head comparing with
these two schemes. Table 2 shows the computation cost of each scheme
and we can see that our scheme is more efficient than Chen’s scheme in
every step and more efficient than DSA-OT in the signing phase.

6 Conclusion

Oblivious signature is first proposed by Chen in 1994. However, previous
references do not crisply formalize the notion, the model of the schemes as
well as the security model. Moreover, previously proposed constructions



are less efficient in both communication and computation. In this paper,
we give formal definitions on the model of oblivious signature schemes
and give the security requirements of the scheme. We also propose a new
oblivious signature scheme which is more efficient than Chen’s scheme and
the scheme based on DSA and oblivious transfer. Based on the discrete
logarithm problem, the security of our scheme is proved in the random
oracle model.
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